2200 Gallon Hydroseeder

Cutomer testimoniaml

Client: Enviro Culture Services, Albury, Australia

In Australia, environmental legislation concerning erosion and sediment
control means contractors need to monitor and manage operations in line
with government policies.
Enviro Culture Services specialises in broad acre landscaping and
maintenance, going from constructing landscape from bare ground to
maintaining established landscape.
The company commissioned a hydroseeder tanker to be used on motorway
verges and in housing estates. The 2200-gallon tanker has a Garda pump

Design Details

‘

and a raingun with vertical and horizontal applications. It also features a

A Major 2200 industrial specification tanker

full-length auger at the centre of the tank to agitate the materials used in

Garda pump and a raingun with vertical and horizontal applications

hydroseeding.

A full-length auger through the centre of the tank to agitate the hydroseeding product
Safety cage and full length platfrom to safely access the man hole at the top of the tanker

“

A 1.5m sliding gate for pallet access and a ladder with a spring return gate for safe access.

The design team at Major were fantastic to work with and really open to our ideas. Their
professionalism really showed – they had ideas that I hadn’t thought of that made me
think more laterally. And they were excellent at keeping me updated throughout the whole
process. I originally wanted a tanker that could spray grass three or four months of the
year. Now, I have a machine that can do two or three other applications that we hadn’t
considered doing.
There’s so many opportunities for the tanker, anywhere from mining to commercial
landscaping to environmental companies. You can see it’s a well-built machine so it’s going
to last. With unlimited uses for soil stabilisation and dust suppression, this unit is going to
pay for itself.
Shannon Edwards, Managing Director, Enviro Culture Services, Australia
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